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Abstract:
Equivalent circuit model-based state-of-charge (SOC) estimation has been widely studied for power lithium-ion
batteries. An appropriate relaxation period to measure the open-circuit voltage (OCV) should be investigated to both ensure
good SOC estimation accuracy and improve OCV test efficiency. Based on a battery circuit model, an SOC estimator in the
combination of recursive least squares (RLS) and the extended Kalman filter is used to mitigate the error voltage between the
measurement and real values of the battery OCV. To reduce the iterative computation complexity, a two-stage RLS approach is
developed to identify the model parameters, the battery circuit of which is divided into two simple circuits. Then, the measurement values of the OCV at varying relaxation periods and three temperatures are sampled to establish the relationships between
SOC and OCV for the developed SOC estimator. Lastly, dynamic stress test and federal test procedure drive cycles are used to
validate the model-based SOC estimation method. Results show that the relationships between SOC and OCV at a short relaxation time, such as 5 min, can also drive the SOC estimator to produce a good performance.
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1 Introduction
Promising applications such as electric vehicles
and smart grids have encouraged many researchers
to improve lithium-ion (Li-ion) battery performance
(Speirs et al., 2014). One area of research is battery
state estimation, especially the estimation of the
state-of-charge (SOC). The SOC is used as a ruler to
quantize a battery’s capacity, power, energy, and
thermal behavior.
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There are three types of battery SOC estimation
methods. The first method is ampere-hour (Ah) integration, and the second is open-circuit voltage
(OCV) measurement. Although the Ah method is
simple and reliable over a short period, it is easily
disturbed by electromagnetic noises and thus can
generate accumulative errors over a long period for
the SOC calculation (Huria et al., 2014). Due to the
fact that the SOC is a function of the OCV, the OCV
method is used to correct the Ah accumulative errors
through the comparison between measurements and
references of the battery OCV. Hence, both the Ah
and OCV methods are combined to estimate the battery SOC (Waag et al., 2014). However, the OCV
values are affected by relaxation periods (Petzl and
Danzer, 2013).
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The third method is model-based SOC estimation,
which can combine the Ah integration and OCV
methods in accurate battery models to correct battery
SOC. In general, battery models include the equivalent circuit model and the electrochemical model.
Due to heavy-load computation and difficult parameter identification, the electrochemical model should
be either significantly order-reduced or reformulated
for SOC estimation of built-in battery management
systems (Northrop et al., 2014). However, battery
circuit models consist of simple resistancecapacitance (RC) components and perform well in
real time for SOC estimation (Dai et al., 2013; Seaman et al., 2014).
Piller et al. (2001) first used the Kalman filter
to estimate the battery SOC with simulated data on a
hybrid electric vehicle. Plett (2004) presented an
adaptive filter to estimate the Li-ion battery SOC
based on circuit models. Since then, Kalman filtering
technologies have been studied to provide solutions
to nonlinear behaviors of batteries for circuit modelbased SOC estimation, including unscented transform (Plett, 2006; Aung et al., 2015), adaptive approaches (Wang et al., 2009; Sun et al., 2011; Xia et
al., 2015), and dual filtering (Mastali et al., 2013;
Xiong et al., 2013b). Except for the above advanced
filters, several topics have been discussed in the following contexts: adaption to variable operating conditions such as temperature, C-rates, and degradation
(Dai et al., 2013; Xiong et al., 2013a; Xing et al.,
2014); correction of the SOC-OCV relationship for
hysteresis voltage and flat plateau voltage for
LiFePO4 batteries (Huria et al., 2014); denoised
voltage measurements (Lee and Kim, 2015); different cells in series (Sepasi et al., 2014).
Since the OCV is a controllable voltage source
of the battery circuit model, the relaxation periods
for OCV measurements have effects on model-based
SOC estimation. Although long relaxation periods
produce accurate OCV values for reliable SOC estimation, they are quite time-comsuming for OCV
measurements (Pei et al., 2014). An appropriate relaxation period should be explored to ensure the accuracy of the circuit model-based SOC estimation
for a short SOC-OCV test time. However, there is
little literaure discussing this.
We aim to investigate the accuracy of the circuit model-based SOC estimation driven by the relationships between SOC and OCV with different re-
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laxation periods for a short SOC-OCV test time. The
SOC-estimation algorithm is developed on the extended Kalman filter (EKF), the model parameters of
which are identified online by the circuit deconstruction technique and the two-stage recursive least
squares (RLS) method.

2 Combined estimation for model parameters and states
The second-order RC circuit as shown in Fig. 1
is commonly used to model Li-ion batteries because
this battery equivalent circuit has better voltage approximation than the first-order RC circuit, and has
less modeling complexity than the high-order RC
circuits (Einhorn et al., 2013). In Fig. 1, the controllable voltage source is the OCV. The internal resistor, R0, indicates the resistance of electrons and ions
moving in the electrodes and electrolyte, and R1, R2,
C1, and C2 represent the polarization effects of the
battery cell.
Assuming that the working current is positive
when the battery is charged, and vice versa, the SOC
can be given as
t

s(t )  s(t0 )    kci ( ) / Cs  d ,
t0

(1)

where s denotes the battery SOC, i the charging or
discharging current, t0 the start time to re-compute
the SOC, Cs the scaled nominal capacity, and kc the
coulombic efficiency which is defined as the ratio of
the charge delivered by a rechargeable battery during
the discharge cycle to the charge stored during the
charge cycle (Khan et al., 2014).
The second-order RC circuit can be expressed
in the following equations:
u1  (u1  R1i ) /  1 ,
u  (u  R i ) /  ,
2
2
2
 2
ut  uOCV  R0 i  u1  u2 ,
u  u  u ,
t
OCV
 rrc
uOCV  f ( s, T ),

(2)

where uOCV denotes the battery OCV, ut the terminal
voltage of the battery, τ1 the time constant equaling
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to R1C1, τ2 the time constant equaling to R2C2, and T
the operating temperature.
When a battery is interrupted from being either
charged or discharged, its terminal voltage changes
in the relaxation periods even if the battery current is
zero. The measurement values of OCV are affected
by the relaxation periods and are only close to their
real values at any SOC point. Hence, the OCV can
be expressed as the sum of a measurement value and
an error voltage:
uOCV=uOCV,m+eOCV,

(3)

where uOCV,m denotes the measurements of the battery OCV and eOCV the errors between uOCV,m and
uOCV.

 

 




Fig. 1 Second-order RC circuit of the Li-ion battery

The parameters in Eq. (2) need to be extracted
for battery modeling. Because the model parameters
change with SOC, temperature, C-rate, and degradation, look-up tables and online-parameter estimators
can be employed for an accurate battery voltage approximation under varying operation conditions (Hu
et al., 2011; Ecker et al., 2012; Einhorn et al., 2013).
The online estimators such as the RLS and Kalman
filters can make the model parameters adaptive to
working conditions without being rescaled for battery degradation like the look-up tables. Compared
to the EKF, the RLS involves lower operational cost
(Waag et al., 2014) and no dependency on noise
covariance (Sayed, 2008) for model-parameter
identification.
Before the RLS is used to identify parameters
of the battery circuit model, the relationships between the OCV and SOC are known in advance because they have been validated in a wide SOC range
for a decaying battery when the SOC is normalized

to its real capacities (Roscher et al., 2011; Ecker et
al., 2012). However, there is no way for any numerical optimizer to separate parameters of the two RC
branches in Fig. 1 and mitigate the fact that if the
algorithm swaps parameters of the two RC branches,
the simulation would not change (Jackey et al.,
2013). Nevertheless, the estimated parameters of the
battery circuit model can be negative by the RLS
method (Cheng et al., 2016). Hence, a circuit deconstruction technique and two RLSs in series can be
developed to online estimate parameters of the
second-order RC circuit in Fig. 1. This circuit can be
deconstructed into a first-order RC circuit and a single RC circuit (Fig. 2).
For the deconstructed circuits in Fig. 2, two
RLSs are required to estimate the circuit parameters.
The first RLS is used to estimate R0, R1, and C1.
Then the second RLS is applied to estimate R2 and
C2 by the battery voltage error sequence between the
measurements and estimated values of the first-order
RC circuit. The method stated above wherein the
two RLSs are operated in series is named the twostage RLS method, and its mathematical equations
are described as follows.
(a)

(b)

 













Fig. 2 Deconstructed circuits
(a) First-order RC circuit; (b) Single RC circuit

By the transfer function and Euler integration
method for the battery circuit in Fig. 2a (Fleischer et
al., 2014; Cheng et al., 2016), the difference equation can be given as
urrc,k=b0ik+b1ik−1−a1urrc,k−1,

(4)

where b0=R0, b1=R0(Ts/τ1−1)+R1Ts/τ1, and a1=Ts/τ1−1.
Eq. (4) is transformed to the following form:
y1, k  h1,Tk1  e1, k ,

(5)
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where e1,k denotes the discrete value at time k of the
white noise sequence, y1,k=urrc,k, θ1=[b0 b1 a1]T, and
h1,Tk  ik ik 1  urrc,k 1  .

From Eqs. (2), (3), and (5), it can be seen that
the estimated parameters in θ1 can be influenced by
the error voltage eOCV. There is no similar tendency
for how the model parameters evolve with a relaxation period at 10 min, 30 min, 1 h, 6 h, or 12 h (Leng
et al., 2014).
At every turn, the RLS method is used to estimate model parameters of the first-order RC circuit
in Fig. 2a. By Eq. (5), the estimated equation is
y1, k  h1,Tk1 ,

(6)


where y1,k
denotes the estimated battery voltage and

1 the vector of the estimated parameters.
Then the error-voltage equation can be given:
u1,k  urrc,k  y1, k ,

(7)

where Δu1,k is the estimation error of the battery
voltage.
Then Δu1,k is compensated by the single RC circuit. Similarly, its difference equation can be written
as
y2, k  h2,T k 2  e2, k ,
(8)
where e2,k represents the discrete value at time k of
the white noise sequence, y2,k=Δu1,k, θ2=[d1 c1]T, and
h2,T k  [ik 1  y2,k 1 ].
Therefore, the parameters of the single RC circuit can be calculated as follows:
 2  Ts / (1  c1 ),

 R2  d1 / Ts .

(9)

For the two-state RLS algorithm stated above,
there are 3×3 matrix operations in the first RLS for
θ1, and 2×2 matrix operations in the second RLS for
θ2 in every iterative operation. Compared to the fiveparameter estimator for Fig. 1, the three-parameter
estimator for Fig. 2a and two-parameter estimator for
Fig. 2b make the computation simpler.
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After building the two-stage RLS algorithm for
model-parameter estimation, the EKF is used to estimate model states including the battery SOC (Lee
et al., 2007). The discrete equations of state estimation can also be given as
 X k 1  k X k  Gk ik 1  k ,

 ut,k  Fk ( X k )  Dik  vk ,

(10)

where system states, coefficient matrices, and variables can be expressed respectively as
X  [ s u1,t u2,t ]T ,
0
0 
1

Ts /1
0  ,
k  0 e
0
0
eTs / 2 
Gk  [kcTs R1 (1  eTs /1 ) R2 (1  eTs / 2 )]T ,
Fk ( X k )  uOCV, k  u1, k  u2, k ,
D  R0 .
Because the observation equation in Eq. (10) is
a nonlinear function of the state vector, the observation matrix Hk can be given as

H k  [F / X |k ].

(11)

When the model parameters, process and observation noises are given in Eq. (10), the battery
SOC can be deduced from the EKF (Plett, 2004).
The model parameters in Eq. (2) evolve with
operational conditions to affect the model accuracy,
so that the EKF-based SOC estimator should run
with the parameter identifier of the two-stage RLS
approach. The combined algorithm is stated in Fig. 3,
the flowchart of which is similar to that of the dual
Kalman filter (Haykin, 2001).
In Fig. 3, the adaptive algorithm needs to be initialized for two RLSs and one EKF. The former initialization includes three resistances, two capacitances,
and two covariance matrices Θ1,0 and Θ2,0. The latter
is initialized by three states in Eq. (10) and three covariances P0, Qk, and Rk. After initialization, the
combined parameter identification and state estimation algorithm runs in a closed loop. Driven by the
battery current and terminal voltage, the two-stage
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RLS approach identifies and outputs the five model
parameters to the EKF-based SOC estimator. Then
the SOC estimator runs to produce the estimated
SOC for the parameter identifier.

3 Experimental setup

Three CBAK 2.0 Ah 18650 power Li-ion cells
in series were placed in a temperature chamber and
discharged/charged by a Digatron battery tester BNT
100-60-ME for this experiment. The specification of
the power Li-ion battery is shown in Table 1. There
are three types of battery charged/discharged tests:
capacity, OCV, and drive cycle tests. The battery
charging or discharging capacities were limited up to
the nominal value in the OCV and drive cycle tests.
1. Capacity test
The battery cells were placed in a chamber at
20 °C. In a charging-discharging round, cells were
first charged at 0.5C constant current (CC) up to the
maximum voltage, and immediately switched at the
constant voltage (CV) charge for 1 h. Then they

were discharged at 1.0C constant discharging current
(DC) down to the minimum voltage, and then discharged at 0.2C DC down to the same cutoff voltage.
There were three identical rounds for the battery capacity test, by which the battery nominal capacity
was confirmed in Table 1.
Coulombic efficiency test: the battery cells
were placed in a chamber at 0, 20, and 40 °C, respectively. At each operational temperature, these cells
were charged in a CC-CV mode with the same uplimited voltage for the nominal capacity. After a 2-h
battery rest, cells were discharged in a CC mode
down to the cutoff voltage for a discharging capacity.
Parameter kc in Eq. (1) was equal to 0.897 at 0 °C,
0.993 at 20 °C, or 0.999 at 40 °C, respectively.
2. OCV test
During the charging OCV test, cells were rested
for 2 h after every 10% nominal capacity pulse
charge at 0.5C above 10 °C or 0.2C below 10 °C.
After they were fully charged and rested for
2 h, they were discharged at 20 °C, the discharging
procedure of which was the same as that of the capacity test. After the cells were empty, they were

Fig. 3 Block diagram of the two-stage RLS-EKF SOC estimation algorithm. Θ1,0 and Θ2,0 are for the two-stage RLS
initialization, while P0, Qk, and Rk are for the EKF algorithm initialization
Table 1 Specification of the Li-ion cell
Nominal capacity (Ah)
2.0

Minimum
2.75

Voltage (V)
Nominal
3.7

Maximum
4.2

Maximum C-rate (C)
Charge
Discharge
1.0
2.0

Temperature (°C)
Charge Discharge
0–45
−20–60
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charged at 20 °C, the charging procedure of which
was the same as that of the capacity test. Furthermore,
they were rested for 2 h after every 10% nominal
capacity pulse discharge at 0.5C at 0, 20, and 40 °C
respectively, the cutoff voltage of which was
checked. If the first discharging cutoff voltage occurred, they would be continuously discharged at
0.2C down to the cutoff voltage.
3. Drive cycle test
Both the dynamic stress test (DST) and federal
test procedure (FTP) were conducted to test these
cells. During the battery tests, their overvoltage was
limited up to the maximum voltage, which could
happen at the initial regenerative current pulses, especially under low temperatures.

relaxation periods and y2h the measurement value at
the 2-h relaxation period.

Fig. 4 Battery SOC-OCV curves

4 Results

The performance of the OCV-based SOC estimation was first evaluated from the experimental
data for comparison with that of the model-based
SOC estimation. Then the two-stage RLS approach
was demonstrated by an example. Finally, the combined algorithm for SOC estimation was developed,
the performance of which would be discussed under
the relationships between SOC and OCV at varying
relaxation periods and temperatures. Note that in the
figures, ‘CHA’ represents the battery charging process while ‘DCH’ represents the battery discharging
process.
4.1 Influence of varying relaxation periods on
OCV-based SOC estimation

The measurement values of 2-h OCV are illustrated in Fig. 4, the entropy values of which rise on
average by 0.99 mV/°C from 20 °C to 0 °C and by
0.45 mV/°C from 40 °C to 20 °C for charging. As
the battery discharges, the entropy values drop on
average by 0.44 mV/°C from 20 °C to 0 °C and by
−0.15 mV/°C from 40 °C to 20 °C.
Compared to the 2-h OCV, the relative error of
OCV measurements at different relaxation periods is
defined as follows:
re=100%×(yt−y2h)/y2h,

(12)

where yt denotes the OCV measurements at different

The relative errors at 0, 20, and 40 °C are
shown in Figs. 5–7 (at 5, 10, 30, and 60 min), respectively. Several behaviors can be observed. The
SOC-OCV relative error curves at the same intervals
are not monotonic, regardless of whether the battery
is charged or discharged at different temperatures.
The OCV relative errors are less than 1%, except for
the 5-min values of the relaxation process after
charging the battery at 0 °C.
DCH 5 min
CHA 5 min

DCH 10 min
CHA 10 min

DCH 30 min
CHA 30 min

DCH 60 min
CHA 60 min

1.5

1.0
0.5
0

−0.5
−1.0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

SOC (%)

Fig. 5 Battery OCV error curves at 0 °C

The average slope of the SOC-OCV curves is
used as the baseline for the OCV-based estimation
method, which is 0.6864 V/SOC between 10% SOC
and 90% SOC in Fig. 4. The absolute maximum value of all discharging OCV errors is up to 0.0278 V at
5 min and 0 °C, the SOC error of which is about
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Owing to the large plot scale, it is difficult to
discriminate among the voltage curves in Fig. 8c, the
voltage differences of which can be enlarged on a
small scale. The battery terminal voltage errors between the real and model values are drawn in Fig. 8d.
The root mean square (RMS) is 2.8 mV for the firstorder RC circuit model and 2.1 mV for the deconstructed second-order RC circuit model. By the developed two-stage RLS approach applied for the deconstructed second-order RC circuit model driven by
the DST, the RMS voltage error drops by 25% compared to the first-order RC circuit model.

SOC (%)

re (%)

I (A)

4.1%. At the other relaxation intervals, the corresponding SOC error is less than 3% at 10 min, 2% at
30 min, or 1.5% at 60 min, respectively. However,
the charging OCV error can reach 0.0419 V at 5 min
and 0 °C, causing about a 6.1 % SOC error. Similarly,
the corresponding charging SOC error at 0 °C is less
than 4.7% at 10 min, 3% at 30 min, or 1.6 % at
60 min, respectively.

Fig. 6 Battery OCV error curves at 20 °C

DCH 5 min
CHA 5 min

DCH 10 min
CHA 10 min

DCH 30 min
CHA 30 min

DCH 60 min
CHA 60 min

Ut (V)

0.50

0.25

Ue (mV)

0

−0.25

−0.50

10

20

30

40

50
60
SOC (%)

70

80

90

Fig. 7 Battery OCV error curves at 40 °C

4.2 Validation of the two-stage RLS approach

The Li-ion battery is excited by the DST current
at 20 °C (Fig. 8a). The SOC decreases from 100% to
10% (Fig. 8b). This test signal includes four stages
represented in SOC ranges, i.e., stage A (100%,
87%), stage B (87%, 46%), stage C (46%, 12%), and
stage D (12%, 10%). In zone A, the excitation current is limited to avoid overvoltage of the full battery.

Fig. 8 Battery DST profiles and identification results at
20 °C
(a) Current; (b) SOC; (c) Battery voltage; (d) Voltage errors

The online parameter identifiers ran on
MATLAB in a laptop running Win7 and with an
Intel i5-3210M CPU @ 2.50 GHz. For the total running time of parameter identifiers, the RLS almost
ran for the same period, about 0.9516 s, for the firstand second-order RC circuit models. Compared to
the RLS, the two-stage RLS approach spent about
1.3104 s on identifying battery parameters of the
second-order RC circuit model even though it has
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less complexity. However, the parameters of one of
the RC branches of the second-order RC circuit can
be identified as negative by the RLS (Cheng et al.,
2016).
Associated with Fig. 8, the results of the identified parameters are shown in Fig. 9. The online identified parameters R0, R1, τ1, and R2 have the tendency
to increase when the battery SOC decreases. The
single RC circuit in Fig. 2b was used as a proportionintegration regulator to compensate for the model
voltage errors resulting from the first-order RC circuit in Fig. 2a, the spikes of which could cause R2
and τ2 to fluctuate with a large amplitude. A moving
average filter was applied to obtain a smooth τ2 and
reduce the model voltage errors.
0.2

(a)

0.1
0
0.50

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

(b)
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In this adaptive algorithm, the two-stage RLS
had the same initialization as the DST in Section 4.2.
The EKF-based SOC estimator should also be initialized. Because the Kalman gain Kk and covariance
matrix Pk are directly associated with the noise covariance matrix Qk and scalar Rk in Fig. 3, the optimality of the EKF performance depends on their
initial values. Theoretically, the two noises are assumed zero-mean Gaussian distributions and uncorrelated, and are computed from the process and observation of a plant. The filter uses the battery dynamic lagging error information to reconstruct covariance matrices instead of constants, namely, an
adaptive Kalman filter (AKF). However, the AKF
not only has not yet been strictly proven in optimal
theories, but also aggravates the computation burden
of Kalman filter (Chui and Chen, 2009). In practice,
due to the limited knowledge of internal states and
real-time disturbances of batteries, both Qk and Rk
were normally adopted by trial and error (Khan et
al., 2014). The initial values of the EKF are given as
follows:

0.25
0

0

200

(c)

100
0

0

0.2

(d)

0.1
0

0

1.2

(e)

1.1
1.0
0

1

2

3

4

5

Time (h)

Fig. 9 Parameters of Fig. 2 identified online for battery
DST profile at 20 °C: (a) R0; (b) R1; (c) τ1; (d) R2; (e) τ2

4.3 Influence of varying relaxation periods on
model-based SOC estimation

The battery SOC was estimated by the combined algorithm in Fig. 3 driven by the relationships
between SOC and OCV at varying relaxation periods
and temperatures.

106
0
0 


6
Q0   0 10
0 ,
 0
0 106 

0
0.01 0

P0  0 1.0 0  ,
(13)


 0
0 1.0
X 0  [1.0 0.0 0.0]T , and R0  100.00.
The combined algorithm was driven by the FTP
signal, one of which is shown in Fig. 10. Three FTP
drive cycles had different average values of −0.26 A
at 0 °C, −0.3 A at 20 °C, and −0.33 A at 40 °C, respectively. The voltage error in the RMS is 9.8 mV
as shown by the 2-h SOC-OCV curves in Fig. 10c;
the value was much larger than that of the DST in
Fig. 8d. This is because this profile makes the tested
battery more dynamic in current and voltage than the
DST. The curves of identified parameters by the
combined algorithm are similar to those of the DST
in Fig. 9.
Associated with Fig. 10, the SOC estimation
and error curves are shown in Fig. 11. It is difficult
to discriminate between the estimation and real
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The absolute maximum value of their SOC estimation errors is 1.07% for the 2-h SOC-OCV
curves. Compared to the maximum SOC estimation
errors for the 2-h SOC-OCV curve, those for the 1 h,
30 min, 10 min, and 5 min curves can increase by
4.42%, 7.41%, 13.9%, and 15%, respectively.
The battery SOC estimation is also affected by
the working temperature (Figs. 12 and 13). The SOC
estimation errors at 0 °C in Fig. 12b are 2.44% for the
2-h SOC-OCV relationship, and 2.61% for the 5-min
curve. Similarly, the SOC estimation errors at 40 °C
in Fig. 13b are 0.96% for the 2-h SOC-OCV relationship, and 1.07% for the 5-min curve. Compared to the
OCV estimation values at 20 °C, the FTP at 0 °C
shows an SOC estimation error increase by 1.37%,
and this drive cycle at 40 °C drops by 0.09%.
In addition, the OCV values at 20 °C are used
to estimate the SOCs at both 0 °C and 40 °C. There
is a small gap of about 0.12% between the two SOC
error curves at the end of the working period in
Fig. 12b. However, the two SOC error curves have

SOC error (%)

SOC (%)

values of battery SOC in Fig. 11a. At 20 °C, the
SOC errors are used to compare their influences with
the relationships between SOC and OCV at different
relaxation periods in Fig. 11b. If the model is accurate,
the value of Rk should be chosen based on the accuracy of the voltage sensor used in the experiments.
For a significantly nonlinear battery system, Rk can
be affected by errors resulting from the model simplification, parameter variations, linearization, and
discretization. For example, the observation noises
could be colored through Eqs. (3) and (10). Hence,
by the adjustable level of observation noise, the EKF
becomes robust to the model errors (Lee et al.,
2007). The value of Rk can be adjustable between
zero and infinity for a good estimation. In this adaptive algorithm, the low initial value of Rk can make
the EKF tract fast. Rk is set at 20 times its initial value after the filter startup to reduce SOC estimation
errors.

Fig. 11 Estimated SOC and errors impacted by different measurement time instantaneous OCVs for battery
FTP profiles at 20 °C
(a) Real and estimated SOC curves; (b) SOC estimation errors

SOC (%)

Fig. 12 Estimated SOC and errors impacted by different temperature OCVs for battery FTP profiles at 0 °C
(a) Real and estimated SOC curves; (b) SOC estimation errors

SOC error (%)

SOC error (%)

SOC (%)

Fig. 10 Battery FTP profiles and terminal voltage errors
at 20 °C
(a) Excitation current; (b) Voltage measurements; (c) Voltage estimation errors

Fig. 13 Estimated SOC and errors impacted by different temperature OCVs for battery FTP profiles at 40 °C
(a) Real and estimated SOC curves; (b) SOC estimation errors
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an obvious gap by a small amount in Fig. 13b, which
is about 0.19%.

5 Conclusions

On the basis of the deconstructed circuit, we
combined a two-stage RLS and EKF to estimate both
model parameters and battery SOC. For this methodology and the OCV-based method, the relationships between SOC and OCV at varying relaxation
periods and temperatures were investigated for the
Li-ion battery SOC estimation.
Compared to the 2-h OCV, the absolute maximum value of the OCV relative errors was smaller at
higher temperatures. Using the OCV-based SOC
estimation method, different relaxation times were
required to obtain SOC estimation errors less than
5% at 0 °C, 5 min for the discharging process, and
10 min for the charging process.
The deconstructed circuit and two-stage RLS
approach were integrated to identify parameters of
the second-order RC circuit online. This approach
reduced the battery voltage estimation error by 25%
compared to the first-order RC circuit.
The developed adaptive algorithm showed that
the SOC estimation accuracy improves as the OCV
relaxation periods increase and that the SOC estimation errors can be reduced. Based on the SOC-OCV
relationship at 5-min relaxation time and 0 °C, the
model-based estimator yields a 2.61% SOC estimation error and decreases by 1.49% compared to the
OCV-based method. Moreover, the SOC-OCV relationship at room temperature was used to estimate
the SOC at different temperatures, which generated a
minimum SOC estimation error of less than 0.2%.
With this OCV analysis and SOC estimation methods, not only was the SOC estimation accuracy improved, but also the OCV test time is reduced down
to a 5-min relaxation period for the SOC-OCV relationships. In future work, the reliable SOC estimation of LiFePO4 batteries at different relaxation voltage measurement intervals will be studied.
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中文概要
题

目：不同开路电压松弛时间下基于等效电路解构的

目

锂离子电池荷电状态估计
的 ： 开路电压是基于模型的电池荷电状态估计的必
要参数，其测试耗时大、效率低。本文旨在测
试各种电压松弛时间的荷电状态-开路电压关
系，研究其对开路电压法和等效电路模型的荷
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状态估计的联合算法（图 3）；3. 通过电池测
试，建立多温度和多电压松弛时间的荷电状态
与开路电压的关系，驱动自适应联合算法，获
得既保证荷电状态估计准确度，又缩短开路电
压测试时间的电压松弛时间。

电状态估计准确度的影响，提高开路电压测试
效率。
创新点：1. 通过电路解构方法，将二阶阻容电路分解为
简单路，运用二阶段递推最小二乘法辨识电路
模型的参数；2. 基于递推最小二乘法和卡尔曼
滤波算法，建立电路参数辨识和荷电状态估计
的的联合自适应算法，研究电池电压松弛时间
对基于等效电路模型的荷电状态估计的影响。
方

法 ： 1. 通过电路解构技术和理论推导，构建辨识二
阶阻容等效电路参数的二阶段递推最小二乘法
辨识方法（图 2 和公式（4）~（9））；2. 将二
阶段递推最小二乘法和扩展卡尔曼滤波器集
成，建立适应工况变化的电池模型参数辨识和
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结

论 ： 1. 二阶段递推最小二乘法既能简化矩阵计算，
又能够保证电路参数的辨识非负性；2. 联合自
适应算法能够适应工况变化辨识模型参数和估
计荷电状态；3. 联合自适应算法的结果表明，
5 min 的电压松弛时间既能保证荷电状态估计性
能，又能极大地提高开路电压测试效率。

关键词：锂离子电池；开路电压；荷电状态；递推最小
二乘法；扩展卡尔曼滤波器

